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Regularly Coiled Carbon Nanotubes
László P Biró, Géza I. Márk, and Philippe Lambin

Abstract—Regularly coiled carbon nanotubes, their structure,
and formation mechanism are puzzling questions. The first models
were based on the very regular incorporation of a small fraction (of
the order of 10%) of nonhexagonal (n-Hx) rings: (pentagons and
heptagons) in a perfect hexagonal (Hx) lattice. It is difficult to understand by which mechanism takes place such a regular incorporation of isolated n-Hx rings. In this paper, a new family of Haeckelite nanotubes is generated in a systematic way by rolling up a twodimensional three-fold coordinated carbon network composed of
pentagon–heptagon pairs and hexagons in proportion 2 : 3. In this
model, the n-Hx rings are treated like regular building blocks of
the structure. Cohesion energy calculation shows that the stability
of the generated three-dimensional Haeckelite structures falls between that of straight carbon nanotubes and that of 60 . Electronic density of states of the Haeckelite computed with a tightbinding Hamiltonian that includes the
orbitals only shows
that the structures are semiconductor. The relation of the structures with experimental observations is discussed.
Index Terms—Coiled carbon nanotube, Haeckelite tubes, nonhexagonal rings.

I. INTRODUCTION

D

UE TO ITS various electronic configurations, carbon is
an extremely versatile element. Beyond its well-known
allotropes, graphite and diamond, new forms have been discovered, like fullerenes [1], nanotubes [2], and some even
more recent ones were found with structure depending on the
preparation techniques and particular experimental conditions
used. Different kinds of structures have been revealed by
high-resolution TEM, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
and atomic force microscopy (AFM), for example: carbon
onions [3] tripods [4], helices [5], rings [6] and tori [7], disks
and cones [8], nano-horns [9], and Y-branched tubes [10]–[12].
Most of these structures can be explained if one incorporates
pentagons and heptagons or larger polygons in the carbon
honeycomb network [13]. Recent experiments revealed even
more complex shapes of tubular type carbon nanostructures:
double [14] and triple coils [15], and “necklace of pearls” type
structures [16].
The toroidal [17], coiled [18], [19], and the Y-branched
[20]–[22] carbon nanotubes have been predicted theoretically
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soon after the discovery of the straight nanotubes. All of the
early structural models are based on the insertion of nonhexagonal (n-Hx) defects in the seamless hexagonal (Hx) network. In
particular, the early models of the regular helical coils of CNTs
are based on a very specific arrangement of pentagons (P) and
heptagons (H) in a perfect Hx lattice [19], [23]. If the regular
arrangement is perturbed by misplacing one single n-Hx ring,
the structure will not be any more a regular coil [23]. A general
characteristic of the above coil models is that the ratio n-Hx to
Hx is far less than unity. For example, in the case on a single
Dunlap knee connecting (3, 3) to (6, 0) nanotubes with a bent
of 30 , [18, Fig. 2], , when the smallest possible number of
Hx rings is used, the ratio n-Hx/Hx is 0.125. A torus can be
is the smallest
built by joining together 12 such knees.
torus made of connected (6, 0) and (3, 3) segments [18] giving
. It is difficult to propose a viable model
nfor the way in which these isolated n-Hx rings are regularly
incorporated in an otherwise perfect carbon network. They
constitute defects which produce the increase of the total energy
of the system as compared with a straight carbon nanotube.
In a recent paper, we generalized the idea of building tori and
coiled carbon nanotubes from azulenoid units [24] and the idea
of straight Haeckelite nanotubes [25]. We proposed a different
model for the coiled form of carbon nanotubes which allows
n-Hx/Hx ratios over unity [14]. In this model, the n-Hx rings
are no longer treated like isolated defects, because they constitute regular building blocks of the structure. In this paper, we
continue this generalization by showing that the coiled Haeckelite type nanotubes can be wrapped from a Haeckelite sheet
generated by fusing together the edges of a stripe cut from such
a sheet. The wrapping procedure is similar to the way in which
straight carbon nanotubes are wrapped from a graphene sheet
[26], i.e., our procedure allows the systematic generation of the
various forms of coiled carbon nanotubes.
II. THE HAECKELITE STRIPE (57 3 6)
A Haeckelite [25] stripe may be generated from an azulenoid
stripe proposed by László and Rassat [24] by inserting a certain
number of hexagons [14]. The process is exemplified in Fig. 1
for the insertion of three hexagons.
A Haeckelite stripe, like the one shown in Fig. 1(b), constructed from polygons with identical edges can be compacted
by closing the white gaps which have polygons on both sides.
Due to the stresses built in by the mismatch of the apex angles of
pentagons, hexagons, and heptagons, the resulting surface will
not be planar anymore, instead it will be a curved surface. In
some sense, the above procedure is the opposite of the procedure the geographers applied when mapping the spherical Earth
onto a plane map [14].
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Fig. 1. Azulenoid stripe (a) which yields a half-torus and a stripe “amplified”
by inserting three hexagons between the azulenoid units (b).

It is possible to generate a Haeckelite sheet by fusing together several stripes, like the one shown in Fig. 1. In order to be
able to represent this surface on a sheet of paper or a computer
screen, one has to accept the distortions of the angles of the polygons building up the sheet. On the other hand, if the problem
is not a purely geometrical one—but a structural problem in
which physical entities like atoms are placed in the nodes of
the Haeckelite network and the atoms have clearly defined interactions, then the distortion needed for the planar presentation
may be easily removed when the three-dimensional (3-D) structure wrapped from the Haeckelite sheet is allowed to relax. We
applied the procedure of fusing the stripes to construct a Haeckelite sheet from the stripe shown in Fig. 1(b), the resulting sheet
is shown in Fig. 2. Similar Haeckelite sheets can be generated
from Haeckelite stripes with one, two [14], or other numbers of
hexagons. Given the multitude of the possible Haeckelite stripes
and sheets, the number of Haeckelite-type tubes one can wrap
from a sheet of given size, is much larger than the number of
straight tubes which can be wrapped from a graphene sheet of
similar size.
III. WRAPPING THE HAECKELITE SHEET

Fig. 2. Haeckelite sheet constructed from fused (57 3 6) stripes, stressors
are marked by heavy dots. The gray shades of the highlighted polygons are
identical with those used in Fig. 1(b) The two primitive vectors (the vectors
a and a have length equal to 0.700 and 0.522 nm, respectively, and the angle
between them is 97.8 ) of the sheet and three particular wrapping directions (n,
0), (n, n), and (0, n) are indicated. For these directions the stressors (highlighted
by encircling) are arranged in rows which have parallel orientation with the
wrapping vector. The vector with heavy head corresponds to a (4, 4) tube, while
the vector with light head to a (5, 3) tube. The unit cell of the (5, 3) tube is
shown on the left-hand side, one may notice that the stressors have a slightly
asymmetrical arrangement with respect to the wrapping vector.

(57 3 6)

For a Haeckelite sheet, like the one shown in Fig. 2, one can
apply the same wrapping procedure as in the case of a graphene
sheet, however, due to stress relaxation the structures wrapped
from a Haeckelite sheet most frequently will not be rigorously
straight tubes. In the case of the particular sheet discussed here,
the highest stress is concentrated at the joining of the two adjacent pentagons, these joints are called “stressors”, they have a
marked influence on the shape of the 3-D nano objects generated from the sheet. Stripes of the Haeckelite-like two-dimensional (2-D) network shown in Fig. 2, were rolled up following
the usual wrapping rules used for graphitic nanotubes. In this
construction, the site at the origin of the primitive vectors

Fig. 3. Tubular nanostructures generated the wrapping vectors (4, 4), (4, 0),
and (0, 4), the position of the stressors is highlighted in black, the structures are
shown as viewed from a direction transversal to their axes and from a view close
to axial.

and is superimposed on the site located at
and the tube (n, m) is obtained. The atomic structure of the per-
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Fig. 4. Curved tubular nanostructures: (1, 0) regular, helical coil; (1, 1) curled tube; (5, 3) tube with mild curvature, the line AB is shown as reference for a straight
object.

fectly cylindrical nanotube so generated was then fully relaxed
with a conjugate-gradient algorithm, using the Brenner–Tersoff
potential.
One may observe from Fig. 2 that when the wrapping is done
using a wrapping vector of (n, 0), (n, n), or (0, n) type, the stressors in the unit cell will be arranged in a particular way, in parallel rows with the wrapping vector. This means that the stressors will form circles on the surface of the tubular structure. One
may expect that this will lead to particular shapes. Indeed, as
seen in Fig. 3, the structures (4, 0), (4, 4), and (0, 4) all have
straight, tubular structures, i.e., neglecting the local curvature
induced by the stressors, the tube axis is straight. On the other
hand, the asymmetric arrangement of stressors, for example, in
the cases when only one stressor falls within the unit cell, like
in the case of a (1, 0) regular helical coil, or for the (1,1) case,
or like in the case of (5, 3) where the stressors show a slightly
asymmetrical distribution within the unit cell, will lead to coiled
or curved nano objects. The curvature may follow a simple rule,
like in the case of the (1, 0) or (1, 1) structure, Fig. 4, or a more
complex one, like in the (5, 3) in Fig. 4, where a longer structure

has to be computed for having a complete image of the kind of
curvature characteristic for the nano object.
Another particular feature of the (4, 0) and of the (5, 3) tubes
has to be emphasized, namely they exhibit regular dips, which
spiral along the circumference of the structure. In order to check
if these dips may originate from a local energy minimum, we
eliminated the dips, by distorting manually the structure, and
started the relaxation procedure again. The dips were regenerated, therefore, we conclude that they are characteristic for the
structure.
Every structure of (0, n) type has a “necklace of pearls” type
shape, moreover, all structures generated form the same Haeckelite sheet will have the “necks” separating the pearls at the same
distance which is the distance between two adjacent rows of
heptagons (Fig. 2). This is important because in this way multishell necklaces can be easily generated. If a second layer of
Haeckelite nucleates on the first, it seems reasonable to assume
that the second layer will be similar to the first one due to the
interlayer interaction like in the case of graphite. If the first and
the second layer are built from the same Haeckelite sheet, both
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TABLE I
LIST OF SOME OF THE HAECKELITE NANOTUBES THAT WERE GENERATED FROM THE PLANAR NETWORK SHOWN IN FIG. 2. WRAPPING INDICES (N, M), INITIAL
DIAMETER D, ENERGY PER ATOM E, WIDTH OF THE TOPOLOGICAL BAND GAP E

will have necks separated by the same distance, whatever value
n has in the (0, n) wrapping vector. Therefore, one may assume
that a series of n values can be found for which a turbostratic
like multishell structure can be built.
Some of the characteristic, curved tubes are shown in Fig. 4.
The overall curvature of these structures arise from the asymmetrical way in which the stressors are distributed in the unit
cell. The structure will tend to take a shape in which the stress
is evenly distributed all over the structure. This can be achieved
by compensating the stress asymmetry created by the stressors
by stressing the regular bonds. Two of the three cases shown in
Fig. 4 are similar in that only one stressor is found per unit cell,
these are the (1, 0) and the (1, 1) tubes. While the first is a coil
in the full sense of the word, the second is a “curled” tube [14],
which shows a much smaller degree of curvature. This has to be
related with the position of the stressor in the unit cell. For the
(1, 0) tube the stressor is far from the wrapping vector, while
in the (1, 1) case, the single stressor is situated on the wrapping
vector. It is worth mentioning that (2, 2) is a straight double coil,
like the one found experimentally by STM in [14]. The (2, 0)
tube will be also a straight nano object, here again there are two
stressors arranged in a way that one compensates the curvature
induced by the other. The tube (5, 3) shows only a mild curvature in some sense “proportional” with the slight asymmetry of
the arrangements of stressors, Fig. 2.
From the above discussion, it follows that the regularly
coiled structures are those for which a strong stress asymmetry
is present, their number for a given Haeckelite sheet is much
smaller than that of other less curved structures. The structures
yielding less strongly curved tubular objects are much more
frequent, in full agreement with experimental observation of
many varieties of less curved tubes grown by the catalytic
procedure.
IV. ENERGETIC STABILTY AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
The atomic structure of the perfectly cylindrical nanotube
generated by wrapping the Haeckelite stripe defined by the

wrapping vector
was then fully relaxed with a conjugate-gradient algorithm, using the Brenner–Tersoff potential.
The energy of the optimized structures listed in Table I is the
average energy of the three-fold coordinated atoms. In such
a way, the effects of the open ends are partly eliminated. The
calculated energies are in the range of the values calculated for
the graphene sheet 7.37 eV, and the value corresponding to
the Haeckelite sheet shown in Fig. 2, 6.83 eV. This indicates
that by wrapping the Haeckelite sheet into a tubular structure,
even one with a complex curvature, the energetic stability of the
system increases. It is worth emphasizing that for the fullerene
, the cohesion energy per atom has the value of 6.85 eV,
while most of the values calculated for the Haeckelite tubes
with diameters of the order of 1 nm have a higher stability.
The electronic density of states of the Haeckelite nanotubes
were computed with a tight-binding Hamiltonian that includes
orbitals only. The tight-binding pp hopping pathe
rameter used is taken from [27]. Since all the C-C bond lengths
in the relaxed structure showed very small dispersion around
0.142 nm, the hopping parameters were taken the same for all
the first-neighbor pairs. These calculations aimed at exploring
the effects of the topology on the electronic properties of the
nanotubes; which are robust characteristics in the sense that they
do not depend on the details of the structural optimization. The
calculations were not carried out for nanotubes with a diameter
smaller than 0.6 nm, because the tight-binding Hamiltonian may
not be accurate enough for carbon nanotubes with a small diameter. The calculated values of the topological gap of the nancoupling brought about by
otubes are listed in Table I. The
the curvature of the structure may affect the position and magnitude of the bandgap by a few tenths of an eV. Interestingly
enough, all the nanotubes were found to be semiconductor. By
comparison, the straight Haeckelite nanotubes of [25] were all
metallic.
The infinite, 2-D Haeckelite sheet having the structure of
Fig. 2, from which the nanotubes were rolled up, is a zero-gap
semiconductor like graphene. Because it is a planar structure,
the states are not coupled to the states. The zero of energy
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Fig. 5.  -electron density of states for the (0, 4) tube calculated using a
tight-binding Hamiltonian.

is the energy of the C 2p orbital. Two bands cross each other
. Due to the abat the Fermi energy located at
sence of symmetry in the first Brillouin zone, almost all of the
nanotubes built from the Haeckelite sheet in Fig. 2 will be semiconductor, because it is very unlikely that the Fermi wave vector
of the 2-D sheet be an allowed wave vector of the nanotube when
cyclic periodic conditions are imposed along the circumference,
except for very large diameters.
V. EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS AND DISCUSSION
It is well known that the carbon nanotubes grown using
the low-temperature catalytic methods (CVD) (temperatures
typically in the range of 700–800 C), exhibit random curvature,
while the multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) grown by
the high-temperature procedures, like electric arc, are usually
straight, except knees, and eventually branching. On the other
hand, the precise atomic arrangement in the curved catalytic
MWCNTs is difficult to determine. Only very few atomic
resolution STM images have been reported in the literature
on catalytically grown MWCNTs and those are obtained on
straight segments of the CVD nanotubes [28]. A quantitative
investigation by X-ray diffraction (XRD), TEM, and electron
micro-diffraction of the defect removal by thermal annealing
up to 3000 C of catalytically produced MWCNTs showed
that the interlayer spacing of as grown tubes may be as large
nm, and this spacing decreases after
as
the highest temperature annealing to
nm [29]. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images of catalytically grown nanotubes taken in as-grown state show from

mild [30] to strong [31] crumbling of the layers constituting
the tube. The global morphology of the grown nanotubes is
heavily influenced by the growth temperature in the range
of 550–850 C [31]. These observations may be attributed
to the low probability that defects -n-Hx rings—will anneal
out when low-growth temperatures are used. Even in the
case of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) grown in the
temperature range of 2000 C, as shown by atomic resolution
STM images [32]—approximately 10% of the SWCNTs have
n-Hx rings incorporated in the perfect honeycomb lattice.
This is a very strong argument that the nanotubes grown at
much lower temperatures can contain a much larger fraction of
nonhexagonal rings.
On the basis of the above discussion, it is fully justified to ask
the question: are the CVD nanotubes constituted of graphene
sheets or of Haeckelite sheets? A further argument can be mentioned in the favor of Haeckelite type structures: in the CVD
process the carbon nanotube nucleates on a catalytic particle
which in the first approximation can be regarded as having a
spherical shape. This means that it is not possible to completely
cover this particle with a graphene sheet. On the other hand,
we showed in an earlier paper [14], that this can be very easily
achieved with an azulenoid stripe, i.e., a piece cut from a Haeckelite sheet. The way in which the catalytic particle is covered
by the growing Haeckelite sheet may depend on several factors, like the particle size and shape—which will impose a certain curvature—the local reaction conditions, etc. It may happen
that under favorable conditions the particle will be fully covered using the ring arrangement corresponding to a particular
Haeckelite sheet. This initial nucleus may have enough stability
to preserve during the subsequent growth the particular structure characteristic for a given Haeckelite sheet. The result will
be a regularly coiled, or curled carbon nanotube. If stability is
not achieved the result will be a randomly curved nanotube as it
is most frequently found in the CVD material.
Following the early experimental observation of the regularly
coiled and curled carbon nanotubes [5], recently more complex
shapes have been observed experimentally: a carbon nanotube
double helix was found by STM in a sample grown by CVD
from acetylene [14], double, and triple coils have been produced
selectively using a lanthanide oxide-catalyst [15], and necklace
type structures have been found in a high-pressure experiment
in nitrogen containing atmosphere [16]. It is worth pointing out
that in the high-pressure experiment several types of structures
have been generated within the same run and the HRTEM images of necklace structures as compared with the images of the
fish-bone type tubes, very clearly show that the layers constituting these structures are different: while the layers of the necklace shown in of [16, Fig 7] are crumbled, the layers seen in
of [16, Fig 8] are well graphitized. We believe that this experimental result is strong evidence that within the same experiment
it is possibly to grow both graphene and Haeckelite structures
and that by careful tuning of the growth conditions one may
achieve the selective growth of the Haeckelite structures. The
large variety of Haeckelite structures, if exploited on purposeful
basis may provide a much larger variety of physical, mechanical, and chemical properties than found in the case of graphitic
nanotubes.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
The possible ways of building regularly coiled and curled
tubular carbon nanostructures from Haeckelite type sheets
characterized by nonhexagonal to hexagonal ring ratio higher
than unity, was examined. We showed that in a similar way
like straight-carbon nanotubes are wrapped from a graphene
sheet, it is possible to wrap systematically tubular-carbon
nanostructures which are regularly coiled and in which the
nonhexagonal rings do not constitute defects, but are regular
building blocks of the structure. The cohesion energy of the
Haeckelite tubes is such that with respect to their stability they
.
are placed between the graphitic carbon nanotubes and
All structures for which electronic structure calculation were
carried out were found to be semiconductor. Experimental
observations of Haeckelite type structures indicate that these
structures can be produced using the various growth procedures
developed for carbon nanotube production. Work is needed for
the optimization of the growth conditions in such way that will
allow the selective growth of Haeckelite structures.
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